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going forward, iQc must continue 

to push the boundaries of our 

knowledge in quantum information. 

We have learned much, but there 

is much more to explore. We now 

understand the quantum world 

and how to harness its behaviours. 

the next great challenge will be to 

translate that knowledge into more 

relevant and diverse technologies. 

our growing industry partnerships 

will be key in our success in this 

area. these partners will bring us 

questions and our job will be to 

use quantum technologies to solve 

these problems and turn those 

technologies into commercial 

opportunities.

this experiment is made possible 

by some incredible canadian 

visionaries – mike and ophelia 

lazaridis, doug fregin, the 

leadership of the university of 

Waterloo and both provincial  

and federal governments. With 

their ongoing support, i have no 

doubt that we will continue to 

succeed in this bold experiment. 

iQc will be an engine for canada’s 

future economy. We will grow the 

Quantum Valley with more research 

breakthroughs, more technologies, 

more companies, more investments 

and a tangible societal impact.  

in a challenging economic 

environment, i am immensely  

proud that our work is a shining 

beacon of future prosperity.

i look forward to the next year 

ahead and seeing how our 

continued experiment shapes  

the future for canada.

sincerely, 

raymond laflamme

Executive Director

institute for Quantum computing

university of Waterloo

[  m essage from  The  exec uTi ve  d i rec Tor ]

over the laSt thirteen yearS,  

i  have partiCipated in an experiment –  

an experiment to Create a new 

induStry for Canada. when iqC  

Started out in a remote Corner  

of the univerSity of waterloo,  

i  only imagined a dynamiC Community 

of reSearCherS working in a  

world-ClaSS eCoSyStem. i  no  

longer have to imagine thiS.

our bold vision is now a reality. iQc is home 

to nearly 200 researchers. our community of 

faculty, students and postdocs are producing 

mind-boggling results in an accelerated fashion 

placing iQc among the world leaders in quantum 

information research. and to my own surprise, 

iQc has spurred six startup companies in these 

short thirteen years. if you had asked me if 

we would have startup companies today back 

in 2002, i might have chuckled with nervous 

laughter. i would have never guessed the 

technologies would emerge this quickly.  

yet, i am immensely proud that they have.  

that means our researchers are making  

incredible progress.

The drive for excellence and innovaTion

[ message from The Board chair ]

as i think about the important work done 
by researchers at the institute for Quantum 
computing and the researchers at its theoretical 
counterpart, the perimeter institute for 
theoretical physics, and how their efforts have 
created the foundation for the establishment 
of the Quantum Valley in the Waterloo region, 
i am reminded of Vannevar bush’s famous 
report to u.s. president harry s. truman in 1945 
called “science: the endless frontier”. bush 
spoke about the fundamental importance of 
basic research as a driver of improved health, 
prosperity, and security for society: 

“ New products, new industries, and more jobs require continuous  
additions to knowledge of the laws of nature, and the application of that 
knowledge to practical purposes. This essential, new knowledge can be 
obtained only through basic scientific research…. Without scientific progress  
no amount of achievement in other directions can insure our health, 
prosperity, and security as a nation in the modern world.”

many of us believe that we are witnessing the beginning of a new global 
industry based on quantum technology that will transform society.  
as a result of the efforts made more than a decade ago to invest in  
quantum technology development in this region, the Quantum Valley  
of canada has the opportunity to be one of a handful of centres that  
will lead the world in this new industry. 

i believe that we can draw a comparison to researchers at bell labs in new 
Jersey as well as researchers and graduates from california institutions including 
stanford, berkeley, santa cruz, san José state and others, that helped lay 
the foundations for the silicon Valley in north california. their work created 
technologies whose commercialization led to the early silicon Valley companies 
such as fairchild, intel, hewlett packard, and rockwell. 

the Quantum Valley of canada already has a number of new companies. 
these companies are well down the path toward the development and 
commercialization of transformative new technologies for global markets  
and we are optimistic that they, like fairchild and the other early silicon  
Valley companies, will lay the foundation for a global large scale quantum 
technology commercialization ecosystem in canada. 

i wish to acknowledge the university of Waterloo, the government of canada and 
the province of ontario who have been fundamental partners and investors in 
iQc since its inception as part of one of canada’s most successful public private 
partnerships. i also want to thank the members of the iQc board of directors  
and the iQc scientific advisory committee for their efforts in support of iQc.  
in particular i want to acknowledge and thank dr. tom brzustowski for his 
invaluable contribution as founding chair of the iQc board of directors. tom 
helped us to build the board, to create its governance and to build its strong 
relationship with the rest of the university. We look forward to his continued 
support and advice as a valued board member. 

today, just thirteen years after its founding at the university of Waterloo, iQc’s 
researchers are recognized as leaders in their fields. the research infrastructure 
here is second to none. that said, there is still much work to do. iQc is at the half 
way point of its faculty complement. We must continue to attract the world’s 
most talented researchers and students to Waterloo. We must continue to 
strive for global excellence and to compete with the very best institutions and 
laboratories for top talent. We also need to continue to foster spin off companies 
and shepherd technologies out into the global market.

thirteen years ago, iQc was itself a nascent research group. today, it sits 
among the top four research institutes in the world. iQc is enabling canada to 
shape and participate in the next great technological revolution. and i believe 
iQc will continue to play a key and fundamental role for canada, its citizens, 
its industry and prosperity.

sincerely,

mike lazaridis
Chair, Board of Directors
institute for Quantum computing
university of Waterloo
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a n  o v e r v i e W  o f  i Q c

building the

[  our vision ] 

harneSSing quantum meChaniCS will lead to tranSformational teChnologieS that will 

benefit SoCiety and beCome a new engine of eConomiC development in the 21 st Century.

Quantum mechanics describes our universe at its  

most fundamental level. the building blocks of nature –  

atoms, molecules and photons – exhibit intriguing 

behaviours that are radically different than what we 

experience in our daily lives. the institute for Quantum 

computing (iQc) is harnessing the power of quantum, 

transforming the way we live, work and communicate 

through novel advances in fields spanning computing, 

communications, sensors and materials.

iQc was officially created in 2002, sparked by the vision 

of miKe laZaridis, to foster pioneering research into 

the next technological revolution – quantum information 

science. today, iQc is a highly successful partnership 

between the university of Waterloo, the private sector  

and federal and provincial governments.

building on the university of Waterloo’s long-standing 

strengths in science, engineering, mathematics and 

computer science, iQc continues to recruit and train 

world-class quantum theorists and experimentalists from 

across the globe. iQc has developed an extensive and 

comprehensive multidisciplinary research program with 

a focus on quantum information science and technology, 

ranking among the top four research institutes worldwide. 

iQc’s unique training opportunity for postdoctoral fellows 

and graduate students is internationally recognized for 

preparing tomorrow’s leaders of the quantum revolution.

now settled into the mike & ophelia lazaridis 

Quantum-nano centre and continuing its expansion 

at the research advancement centres i and ii, iQc will 

accelerate the development of quantum technologies 

for applications from quantum computing to quantum 

sensors, from unbreakable cryptography to new quantum 

materials. global collaboration, research advancements, 

commercialized applications and spinoff companies 

emerging from iQc are positioning canada as a world 

leader in quantum information science and technology, 

building the “Quantum Valley” right here in Waterloo, 

ontario, canada.

[  our mission ] 

to develop and advanCe quantum  

information SCienCe and teChnology  

at the higheSt international  

level through the Collaboration of  

Computer SCientiStS,  engineerS,  

mathematiCianS and phySiCal SCientiStS.

[  sTraTegic oBjecTives ]

1 .   to establ ish water loo as a  wor ld-c lass  centre  

for  research in  quantum technologies and  

their  appl icat ions .

2 .   to become a magnet for  h ighly qual i f ied  

personnel  in  the f ie ld of  quantum informat ion.

3 .   to be a pr ime source of  ins ight ,  analys is  and 

commentary on quantum informat ion. 

this is Where neW, untouched  

ideas are generated.

feridun hamdullahpur, 
presidenT, universiTy of WaTerloo

The drive for excellence and innovaTion



[ faculTy ]

research at iQc is fundamentally interdisciplinary, spanning theory and experiment to pursue every avenue of quantum 

information science. iQc fosters collaborations across the sciences and across borders. our researchers are appointed to  

both iQc and one of seven departments across three faculties at the university of Waterloo: combinatorics and optimization, 

applied mathematics, pure mathematics or computer science in the faculty of mathematics; physics and astronomy or 

chemistry in the faculty of science; and electrical and computer engineering in the faculty of engineering.

   faculTy

michal Bajcsy
electrical and computer 

engineering
iQc member since  

2014

jonathan Baugh
chemistry

iQc member since  
2007

raffi Budakian
physics and astronomy

iQc member since  
2014

andrew childs
combinatorics  

and optimization
iQc member since  

2007

Kyung soo choi
physics and astronomy

iQc member since  
2014

richard cleve
school of computer 

science
iQc member since  

2004

david cory
chemistry 

iQc member since  
2010

joseph emerson
applied  

mathematics
iQc member since  

2005

Thomas jennewein
physics and astronomy

iQc member since  
2009

raymond laflamme
Executive Director

physics and astronomy
iQc member since  

2002

debbie leung
combinatorics  

and optimization
iQc member since  

2005

adrian lupascu
physics and astronomy

iQc member since  
2009

norbert lütkenhaus
physics and astronomy

iQc member since  
2006

matteo mariantoni
physics and astronomy

iQc member since  
2012

guo-xing miao
electrical and  

computer engineering
iQc member since  

2011

michele mosca
Co-founder

combinatorics  
and optimization

iQc member since  
2002

ashwin nayak
Quantum Information 

Graduate Program 
Director

combinatorics  
and optimization 

iQc member since  
2002

vern paulsen
pure mathematics
iQc member since  

2015

michael reimer
electrical and computer 

engineering
iQc member since  

2015

Kevin resch
physics and astronomy

iQc member since  
2006

john Watrous
school of computer 

science
iQc member since  

2006

christopher Wilson
electrical and  

computer engineering
iQc member since  

2012

   research assisTanT professors

vadim makarov
physics and astronomy

iQc member since  
2012

eduardo  
martín-martínez

applied mathematics
iQc member since  

2014

dmitry pushin
physics and astronomy

iQc member since  
2010

William slofstra
iQc

iQc member since  
2015
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leading the next
raffi BudaKian joined iQc in July 2014 as the 

nanotechnology (Win) endowed chair in superconductivity 

in Waterloo’s physics and astronomy department. he was a 

visiting scientist at the ibm almaden research centre after 

earning his bachelor’s, master’s and phd degrees from the 

university of california, los angeles.

the World technology network awarded him the World 

technology award in 2005 for his work in the detection of 

single electron spins. that same year, budakian joined the 

university of illinois at urbana-champaign.

at iQc, budakian continues his research in the use of spins, 

one of the most promising approaches being applied to 

quantum information processing.

university of Waterloo alumnus michael reimer returned to 

canada in february as an assistant professor in the department 

of electrical and computer engineering. reimer completed 

his master of science degree in engineering physics from the 

technical university of munich, germany, and went on to earn 

his phd in physics from the university of ottawa/national 

research council of canada. 

most recently, he was a postdoctoral researcher at the technical 

university of delft in the quantum optics lab of professor Val 

Zwiller where he developed solid-state quantum devices. during 

this time, he made a significant impact in the development of 

single photon and entangled photon sources based on shaped 

nanowire heterostructures, as well as nanowire-based single 

electron devices and efficient nanowire avalanche photodiodes. 

in 2013 he was involved with single Quantum, a startup 

company developing highly efficient single-photon detectors 

based on superconducting nanowires.

reimer’s research at iQc focuses on the development of 

quantum photonic devices and optical approaches needed to 

advance quantum information science and technologies, as 

well as to test fundamental questions in quantum photonics.

recipient of the John charles polanyi prize for physics in 

2014, eduardo marTÍn-marTÍneZ came to iQc as research 

assistant professor in october 2014. martín-martínez completed 

his phd in theoretical physics at the universidad complutense 

de madrid, spain. he was a postdoctoral researcher at iQc and 

the perimeter institute of theoretical physics.

martín-martínez’s research in relativistic quantum information 

(rQi), a new and increasingly active research field, combines 

general relativity with quantum information theory. he brings 

relativistic approaches to quantum information research and 

uses quantum theories to explore relativity and the structure 

of space-time. 
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[  aTTracTing World-class people ] 

the breadth and quality of iqC’S reSearCh infraStruCture and Collaborative Culture allowS 

quantum information SCienCe and teChnology advanCement at the higheSt international level. 

reSearCherS at iqC Collaborate to harneSS the quantum world,  revolutionize teChnology and 

drive future eConomieS.  ultra-powerful ComputerS,  unbreakable Cryptography,  quantum deviCeS, 

new materialS and nanoteChnologieS of unpreCedented effiCienCieS are Some of the diSCoverieS 

being pioneered at iqC.  the next quantum revolution iS here.

[ core areas of research ]

Quantum information Theory

understanding how to harness quantum mechanical 

phenomena for computing, communications, sensors  

and other information processing technologies.

Quantum algorithms

developing instructions for quantum information 

processors to perform computations.

Quantum complexity

identifying which problems quantum processors  

can – and cannot – handle efficiently.

Quantum cryptography

providing information security by capitalizing on  

quantum effects.

Quantum error correction & fault Tolerance

understanding how to control quantum systems in the 

presence of imperfections and noise.

spin-based Quantum information processing

developing quantum processors that use the “spins” of 

quantum particles such as electrons and atomic nuclei.

nanoelectronics-based Quantum  
information processing

using engineered nano-scale technologies such as 

quantum dots or superconducting circuits to implement 

quantum processing.

optical Quantum information processing

using the properties of light particles, or photons, to  

carry and process quantum information.

World-class science, World-class people

9
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of Quantum information

from the largeSt partS 

of the univerSe to the 

SmalleSt quanta of 

partiCleS,  mathematiCS 

deSCribeS and helpS uS 

underStand the world 

around uS.  intrigued by the 

Challenge of inveStigating 

the mathematiCS of quantum 

information,  profeSSor  

JOHN WATROUS  exploreS 

quantum information theory, 

quantum Complexity theory 

and quantum algorithmS. 

it was peter shor’s breakthrough in 1994 – the quantum factoring algorithm – that first 

attracted Watrous to quantum information theory. at the time he was studying classical 

computational number theory, but found shor’s algorithm so fascinating that he has been 

studying quantum information theory ever since.

in a recent collaboration with former research assistant professor marco piani  

(now lecturer at the university of strathclyde), Watrous analyzed the impact of quantum 

steering – a feature of quantum mechanics related to entanglement through which a 

measurement performed on a particle can affect another distant particle. considering a 

theoretical physical process, such as sending a message between two parties, performing 

a quantum computation, or measuring a system, Watrous and piani found that the steering 

effect provides an advantage in learning what has happened in these types of tasks.  

they developed a mathematical method for precisely quantifying the impact of quantum 

steering and relating it to the task of distinguishing physical processes.

World-class science, World-class people

web Necessary and Sufficient Quantum Information Characterization of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Steering: 
http://bit.ly/quantum-steering

[ unexpecTed research connecTions ]

these findings could be useful in fields such as 

quantum metrology and quantum cryptography 

where secret keys are created between two parties 

to encrypt messages for private communication. 

however, Watrous emphasizes that it is not yet clear 

where there might be other potential applications. 

fundamental questions in quantum information 

theory are often found as underlying common 

threads tying together different areas of research. 

as ideas developed for one particular problem 

are applied to another, unexpected research 

connections are made and the results can be 

surprisingly useful in other areas.

[ Building The field of QuanTum research ]

not long after the introduction of shor’s algorithm,  

it was predicted that the first quantum computer would 

take several decades to develop. researchers are still 

working towards the realization of a practical quantum 

computer more than 20 years later, but are making steady 

progress. the power of quantum computing over classical 

computing is proven in many cases; yet there are still many 

unanswered theoretical questions. Watrous hopes to continue 

contributing to the progress in this field. his upcoming book 

on the theory of quantum information is one way he is doing 

just that. evolved from course notes developed for a class 

Watrous taught on the same subject, the first draft of the 

book is under review with plans to be published in the future. 

playing a  QuanTum game

in his spare time, phd student daniel puZZuoli enjoys rock climbing. finding the most efficient 

way to climb to the top using the right positioning and movement requires on-the-spot problem 

solving – similar to the all-or-nothing approach to problem solving in puzzuoli’s research.

his most recent work is on a discrimination game problem. in this theoretical game, two known 

quantum processes can happen. Which process actually takes place is unknown. the game 

part, as puzzuoli explains, is to determine which process occurs given that it only runs once 

on an input of your choosing. since the process is quantum mechanical, using an input that is 

entangled to some other system can provide an advantage in the game. the goal of his research 

is to find pairs of processes for which the optimal performance in the game is limited by how 

much a single system can be entangled with multiple other systems.

While puzzuoli’s research focuses mainly on the mathematics of quantum information, he values 

the opportunity to learn about other research areas that fall under the umbrella of quantum 

information. he discusses ideas with supervisor john WaTrous and finds the collaborative 

environment at iQc helpful. he often attends presentations that are outside of his field.  

“you never know when an idea might pop up that relates to something you’re working on.”

11



the advanCement of ClaSSiCal 

eleCtroniCS iS prediCted to 

reaCh itS limit within the 

next two deCadeS.  overall 

Computer-proCeSSing power 

and the number of tranSiStorS 

per Computer Chip ContinueS 

to inCreaSe,  aS projeCted by 

moore’S law. Soon enough, the 

tranSiStor will have reaChed 

the Size of merely a few 

atomS,  SignifiCantly hindering 

advanCement in traditional 

Computing.  So what’S next? iqC 

faCulty member GUO-XING MIAO  iS 

SearChing for an anSwer.

World-class science, World-class people

Quantum

miao’s research aims to develop materials useful for quantum information processing. 

one example is a topological insulator, potential host of majorana fermion particles 

that are self-protected by topology. the surface of this material is polarized and 

conducting, while the inside is insulating, creating an error-tolerant environment 

with almost no decoherence. this stability is advantageous for topological quantum 

information processing and may contribute to a robust semiconductor platform for 

running quantum algorithms – an important part of building a quantum computer. 

[ one layer aT a Time ]

the fabrication of materials development is a detailed and technical process.  

the topological quantum computing platform miao is working on in his lab requires  

the integration of three distinct layers, each created separately. one of these layers is  

the magnetic insulator to induce spin selectivity.

magnetic insulators have two interesting properties. 

first, they can selectively allow the passage of 

electrical current containing electrons with only one 

type of spin through them, called the spin-filtering 

effect. the second property – the ability to generate 

a very large effective magnetic field – occurs when 

they are interfaced with a low-dimensional electronic 

system. this field could be as large as tens of tesla, 

which is equivalent to the largest continuous man-

made magnetic fields.

recently, miao and collaborators from the korea 

institute of science and technology (kist), 

northeastern university and the massachusetts 

institute of technology (mit) demonstrated a large 

effective magnetic field induced by a magnetic 

insulator and experimentally detected it.

these results could be practical for regulating spin 

flows in electronic devices, known as spintronics, which 

is useful for both classical and quantum information 

processing. the proven ability to locally generate a 

strong effective magnetic field may also be beneficial 

for practical device design by replacing the large 

superconducting magnets typically used in laboratory 

settings. “despite its strength, it is easy to manipulate 

this magnetic field. it’s similar to writing a data bit 

on a hard drive,” said miao. a nanometer-sized layer 

of materials deposited on a circuit can create a local 

magnetic field around a specific region, which could 

also be useful in engineering a topological insulator.

[ To Build a QuanTum compuTer ]

the ultimate goal is to create a real, tangible and 

scalable quantum computer – the next generation of 

processors, after moore’s law reaches its limit. “this 

is one step towards realizing a topological quantum 

computer,” said miao. “further materials development 

is needed. this is a mission that we are committed to.”

web Spin regulation in composite 
spin-filter barrier devices:  
http://bit.ly/spintronics

The  v ieW from  h e re

postdoctoral fellow hui Zhang has been 

studying physics and chemistry ever since his 

middle school days. after completing his master’s 

degree and phd in condensed matter physics 

at the university of science and technology 

of china, Zhang traveled to canada to pursue 

postdoctoral research in quantum materials and 

quantum information at iQc. this was his first 

trip to canada; as an avid astronomer he was 

impressed by the canadian night sky and its clear 

view of the constellations.

Zhang works in the lab with faculty member 

guo-xing miao, developing topological  

insulator materials for processing quantum 

information. he is working on a multi-layer 

film consisting of a magnesium diboride 

superconductor, a rare-earth chalcogenide 

magnetic insulator and a topological insulator 

made from bismuth, antimony and tellurium. 

combined, these layers make a heteroepitaxial 

structure that will be used to build a novel 

quantum-nano semiconductor device with 

trijunction nodes, fabricated in the Quantum 

nanofab facility in the mike & ophelia lazaridis 

Quantum-nano centre. “the device could 

generate majorana fermion particles useful for 

topological quantum information processing, at 

the interface between a topological insulator and 

a superconductor. this may be considered as a 

robust semiconductor platform for decoherence-

free quantum information processing and novel 

quantum algorithms,” said Zhang. 

With plans to continue his research in condensed 

matter physics and quantum materials, Zhang 

hopes to find more applications in quantum 

materials for quantum computing. transition 

metal sulfides, he notes, is another interesting 

area of materials showing potential in this field. 

“that is something i hope to explore further.”
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theoretiCal phySiCS,  relativity and quantum information theory Seemed faSCinating and 

even magiCal to EDUARDO MARTÍN-MARTÍNEZ  aS a young Child.  born naturally CuriouS, 

martÍn-martÍnez found the unknown intriguing. 

World-class science, World-class people

now, as an iQc researcher, martín-martínez investigates a relatively new realm of quantum information that investigates fundamental 

questions about our universe: relativistic quantum information (rQi). rQi is the union of two fields: the theory of relativity, which predicts 

that the same laws of light and gravity are applied everywhere, and quantum information theory, which looks at the flow of information 

and strives to harness quantum science to build technologies for processing information. rQi uses knowledge and approaches from 

quantum information to study gravity and the structure of space-time. 

[ QuanTum collecT calling ]

in a recent paper, martín-martínez in collaboration with 

iQc associate achim Kempf and phd student roBerT 

jonsson from the department of applied mathematics at 

the university of Waterloo, found a possible communication 

channel that does not require energy transmission from the 

sender to the receiver, but instead requires only the receiver 

to spend energy to run its detector, similar to a collect call. 

the team of researchers proved that after some type of 

signal passes, such as a beam of light, there is information 

left as an afterglow – like an echo – that remains after the 

beam is long gone. this echo can be tapped into, allowing 

for the transmission of information not supported by an 

energy flow. since it is the receiver who spends the energy 

to read the information carried in the echo, this kind of 

communication without energy exchange may be called 

“Quantum collect calling.” this new type of communication 

channel makes it possible for the sender to transmit 

information without energy exchange, without the receiver 

being present to receive the signal and without spending 

extra energy to broadcast to many receivers.

[ a glimpse of The early universe ]

following these results, martín-martínez and a group of 

international researchers from spain and the netherlands 

examined this new communication channel to see if it could be 

used to access information that was previously inaccessible from 

the early stages of the universe. in this proof of principle, the 

researchers showed that information transmitted through these 

echoes travels more resiliently than it would by light, only showing 

signs of decay over time and not over the distance between a past 

sender and the current receiver. echoes traveling from the very 

start of the universe could shed some light on this event, providing 

helpful insight for cosmologists.

these results are fundamental, notes martín-martínez. the laws 

of physics show that it is possible and how, in principle, this 

information from the early universe can be recovered. building an 

experiment for further exploration, including receivers to detect 

these echoes, is the next challenge, as well as an opportunity to 

collaborate with experimentalists.

[ an inTriguing field of research ]

martín-martínez wrote one of the very first theses on rQi and has 

watched the research community expand exponentially over the 

past decade. What he finds interesting is that often the outcomes 

from a fundamental study have direct, practical applications in 

technology and quantum information processing. “this broad 

scope,” said martín-martínez, “is what’s most exciting about rQi. 

it’s an intriguing field, with many discoveries ahead.” 

to the

bridging the
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Information Without Energy Exchange:   
http://bit.ly/info-transmission-wout-energy

Violation of the Strong Huygen’s Principle and 
Timelike Signals from the Early Universe:   

http://bit.ly/timelike-signals-early-universe

QuanTum conTrol

david layden’s first experience at iQc was as a co-op student working in the lab with faculty member 

adrian lupascu, characterizing decoherence in superconducting qubits. now a master’s student in applied 

mathematics (Quantum information), layden works mostly on theoretical concepts in quantum information, 

but he keeps in mind the idea of implementing his research in a laboratory environment.

the Quantum Zeno effect was one concept layden explored with his supervisor, iQc associate member 

achim Kempf, also a professor in the department of applied mathematics at the university of Waterloo, 

along with eduardo marTÍn-marTÍneZ, iQc research assistant professor. preserving quantum information 

is fundamental for building a quantum computer. decoherence interferes with this preservation. this leads 

to the deterioration of the quantum information in the states before it has been useful for any kind of 

computation or processing task. in contrast, the Quantum Zeno effect occurs when frequent and perfect 

measurements of a system actually prevent it from evolving, and in particular, from decohering. one way 

to perfectly preserve a system and prevent decoherence would be to measure it infinitely frequently – an 

approach, however, that is not practical.

layden, together with kempf and martín-martínez, found a way to realize the same effect but in a more 

realistic setting, using imperfect measurements performed at a finite frequency. this may lead to practical 

applications in quantum computing where battling decoherence in quantum systems remains one of the 

main challenges. 

now, layden’s research is focused on quantum control, which involves coaxing a quantum system into 

evolving in a desired manner, a challenge given that most real systems are complex and noisy. “i plan to 

continue research in this field. Quantum information science and technology is an exciting and challenging 

research area,” said layden. “it’s one that is changing rapidly.”

web
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a unique offering at the univerSity of 

waterloo, the graduate program in 

quantum information refleCtS the  

CroSS-diSCiplinary reSearCh and 

Collaboration between leading 

Computer SCientiStS,  engineerS,  ChemiStS, 

mathematiCianS and phySiCiStS at iqC. 

students in the program explore theoretical and experimental 

aspects of quantum information science through a wide range 

of advanced courses and research projects. researchers from 

three faculties – engineering, mathematics and science – unite to 

provide the resources and training to prepare future leaders in the 

field of quantum information.

i look back at the graduate program during 2014-15 with 

satisfaction. the graduate program continued to grow and 

attract outstanding students. iQc faculty received 9.6% more 

applicants, and our student population grew by 13.5%. about 

a third of the eligible students held nserc scholarships. three 

students received iQc achievement awards for their contributions 

to research in quantum information. We continued international 

student exchanges with leading european and asian universities, 

and received a substantial three-year grant for supporting 

exchanges with the centre for Quantum technologies at the 

national university of singapore. our master’s and phd graduates 

were recruited by top academic and private sector institutions. 

i am proud of our students and their continued achievements 

in the field of quantum information. they are well-positioned to 

push the frontiers of this field, fueling the realization of real-

world quantum technologies and contributing to fundamental 

developments that will benefit our society.

it has been an honour to guide the graduate program over the 

past two years. as my term as program director ends, i wistfully 

pass the stewardship of the graduate program to professor john 

WaTrous. he will no doubt continue building on its excellence.

ashwin nayak

Quantum Information Graduate Program Director, 2013-2015

cou rses

the university of Waterloo, in collaboration 

with the institute for Quantum computing, 

offers graduate students unique opportunities 

to learn about and engage in world-leading 

research in quantum information through a 

wide range of advanced research projects 

and advanced courses on the foundations, 

applications and implementation of quantum 

information processing.

fall 2014

Qic 710  
Quantum information processing

Qic 890  
spin-based implementations

Qic 890  
haar measure in Quantum  

information theory

Qic 890  
modern Quantum optics and 

nanophotonics

Qic 891 
topics in Quantum-safe cryptography

WinTer 2015

Qic 750  
implementations of Quantum 

information processing

Qic 885  
Quantum electronics and photonics

Qic 890  
implementations of Quantum 

communication

Qic 845  
open Quantum systems

Qic 823  
Quantum algorithms

spring 2015

phys 777  
sir anthony leggett lecture series: 

condensed matter theory from a 

Quantum information perspective

Qic 890/891  
selected advanced topics in  

Quantum information

Qic 891  
topics in Quantum-safe cryptography

Qic 895  
theory of Quantum optics
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preparing the  
leaders of the



[  g ra duaT e  sT u den Ts  ]  201 4-201 5

sascha agne

megan agnew

rubayet al maruf

thomas alexander

omar alshehri

Vadiraj ananthapadmanabha rao

elena anisimova

razieh annabestani

Juan miguel arrazola

srinivasan arunachalam

shima bab hadiashar

golam bappi

marie barnhill

ryan barrage

Jeremy bejanin

marian berek

Jason boisselle

arnaud carignan-dugas

steven casagrande

poompong chaiwongkhot

chung Wai sandbo chang

paulina corona ugalde

alessandro cosentino

hillary dawkins

chunqing deng

rahul deshpande

olivia di matteo

John donohue

carolyn earnest 

kent fisher

Jeremy flannery

honghao fu

Zhiwei gao

naimeh ghafarian

kaveh gharavi

mirmojtaba gharibi

nicolas gonzalez

christopher granade

matthew graydon

peter groszkowski

aimee gunther

Vibhu gupta

holger haas

minyang han

fatin haque

ian hincks

catherine holloway

gregory holloway

darryl hoving

anqi huang

Vinay iyer

amir Jafari salim

stacey Jeffery

yuantao Ji

tomas Jochym-o’connor

oleg kabernik

sarah kaiser

shitikanth kashyap

hemant katiyar

sumeet khatri

maria kieferova

feyruz kitapli

Vadym kliuchnikov

robin kothari

anirudh krishna

meenu kumari

stephane labruyere

david layden

han le

lin li

madelaine liddy

piers lillystone

kevin liu

li liu 

david lou

david luong

xian ma

Jean-philippe maclean

michael mazurek

thomas mcconkey

corey rae mcrae

evan meyer-scott

maryam mirkamali

hamidreza nafissi

takafumi nakano

tyler nighswander

mohamad niknam

matthew novenstern

Joachim nsofini

Jean-luc orgiazzi

martin otto

alex parent

kyungdeock park

Jihyun park

christopher pugh

daniel puzzuoli

hammam Qassim 

sadegh raeisi

John rinehart

nayeli azucena rodriguez briones

ansis rosmanis

Vincent russo

shihan sajeed

Jeff salvail

yuval sanders

dusan sarenac

John schanck

behrooz semnani

ala shayeghi

feiruo shen

sumit sijher

William stacey

nigar sultana

yongchao tang

alexander Valtchev

guillaume Verdon-akzam

lydia Vermeyden

sean Walker

Zimeng Wang

chunhao Wang

Zak Webb

kyle Willick

christopher Wood

yihang yang

Joshua young

muhammet yurtalan
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iQc  graduaTe  
sTudenT  associaT ion

it  Was an actiVe year for iQc’s graduate 

student association (gsa),  starting off 

With a screening of the oscar-Winning 

moVie GraviTy  With former astronaut and 

president of the canadian space agency, 

sTeve maclean ,  also an iQc associate 

member.  among social actiVities 

like laser tag,  a trip to canada’s 

Wonderland, paintball,  boWling,  board 

game nights,  an international potluck 

and an institute-Wide chili  cook off, 

the iQc gsa also organiZed the Quantum 

industry lecture series for its members. 

iQc alumni jonaThan hodges ,  phil Kaye 

and naThan WieBe  returned to share 

their experiences pursuing research 

careers,  encouraging students to 

explore opportunities in both academic 

and industry settings.

[ posTdocToral felloWs ] as  of  mar ch 3 1 ,  201 5

Jean-francois biasse 

troy borneman

Jean-philippe bourgoin

aharon brodutch

patrick coles

Joshua combes

electra eleftheriadou 

guanru feng

pol forn-diaz

denis gagnon

Vlad gheorghiu

patryk gumann

gus gutoski

christopher haapamaki

christopher herdman

brendon higgins

rolf horn

mark howard

Zhengfeng Ji

Jeongwan Jin

nathaniel Johnston

kassem kalach

milad khoshnegar

sangil kwon

ying liu

chang liu

dawei lu

filippo miatto

taisiya mineeva

osama moussa

ryo namiki

george nichols

robabeh rahimi darabad

daryoush shiri

fang song

rainer stohr

toeno van der sar

Joel Wallman

guoming Wang

huan yang

taehyun yoon

nengkun yu

yanbao Zhang

hui Zhang

[  graduaTes  ] 

congraTulaTi ons  To our 2 014  graduaTes

megan agnew
msc physics (Quantum information)

shima Bab hadiashar
mmath combinatorics and optimization  
(Quantum information)

jason Boisselle
mmath applied mathematics (Quantum information)

steven casagrande
msc physics

grant cleary
msc physics

Ben criger 
phd physics

aimee gunther
msc physics (Quantum information)

deny hamel
phd physics

amir jafari salim
phd electrical and computer engineering  
(Quantum information)

stacey jeffery
phd computer science

robin Kothari
phd computer science

stephane labruyere
masc electrical and computer engineering  
(Quantum information) 

om patange
msc physics

ansis rosmanis
phd computer science

William stacey 
msc physics (Quantum information)

lydia vermeyden
msc physics (Quantum information)

srinivasan arunachalam
mmath combinatorics and optimization  
(Quantum information)

vadym Kliuchnikov
phd computer science (Quantum information)

adam paetznick
phd computer science (Quantum information)

daniel puzzuoli
mmath applied mathematics (Quantum information)               

Kyle Willick
msc physics (Quantum information)

amin eftekharian
phd electrical and computer engineering

milad Khoshnegar
phd electrical and computer engineering

a magneT for The World’s BesT

did you KnoW

that Quantum random 

Number Generators are 

used by online casinos?
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iQc

anne BroadBenT

posTdocToral  felloW 2013 

technological advances will see 

the need for a deeper theoretical 

understanding of quantum information 

at all levels, predicts anne BroadBenT, 

assistant professor and university 

research chair in Quantum information 

processing at the university of ottawa. 

broadbent was a postdoctoral fellow 

at iQc until 2013. she held an nserc postdoctoral 

fellowship and was also a cifar global scholar.  

her research focused on quantum cryptography and 

developing methods for delegating private quantum 

computations and quantum one-time programs.

broadbent acknowledges the value of exposure to 

a broad range of research topics and experience 

in training students during her time at iQc. now 

leading her own research group at the university of 

ottawa, broadbent continues to push the limits of our 

understanding of how quantum information provides 

advantages in all aspects of cryptography. she has 

also further developed techniques for outsourcing 

quantum computations in terms of quantum 

homomorphic encryption, as well as verifying remote 

quantum computations. 

naThan WieBe 

p osTdoc Toral  felloW 2 013 

naThan WieBe, currently an 

associate researcher in the 

Quantum architectures and 

computation group at microsoft 

research, finished his postdoctoral 

fellowship at iQc in 2013. since 

then he has continued his research 

on quantum simulation algorithms 

and the foundations of quantum thermodynamics, 

and ventured into quantum machine learning 

algorithms and quantum circuit synthesis. 

Wiebe credits his time at iQc for the opportunity to 

build connections with world-renowned researchers 

who exposed him to new ideas, an experience 

that has contributed to his chosen career path 

in industry research. the iQc graduate student 

association invited Wiebe back to iQc in october 

to share his experience in industry research with 

current graduate students as part of the Quantum 

industry lecture series. looking ahead, Wiebe 

predicts the landscape and scope of quantum 

information research to continue changing as more 

industry partners invest in the field. 

urBasi sinha 

posTdocToral  felloW 2012 

former iQc postdoctoral fellow urBasi sinha’s research focused mainly on quantum optics-based tools 

used to perform fundamental tests of quantum mechanics. during her time at iQc, sinha developed a holistic 

approach towards her research that she finds useful in her current role as associate professor at the raman 

research institute in india. “at iQc i learned how to accept success and failure with equal gusto and carry on 

enthusiastically with results both big and small,” says sinha. 

currently, a major aspect of her research involves manufacturing and employing single photons and entangled 

photons produced by spontaneous parametric down-conversion towards experiments in quantum information 

and computing. one of her experimental projects explores the use of multiple slits as possible qudits and   

investigating higher dimensional quantum correlations through studies of entanglement-based phenomena. 

sinha expects to see exceptional progress in quantum information science experiments, theories and simulations over the next 

five to 10 years, predicting advances in error correction by solid state qubit researchers as well as an increasing number of 

novel qubits used in quantum information processing which will cumulatively bring us a step closer to the quantum computer.
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and

f r om apr il  1 ,  201 4  To  mar ch 3 1 ,  201 5

sT u den T  aWa rds

ear ned By  iQc  masTer ’s  and phd sTudenTs  in  The  201 4-1 5  f is cal  year

david r. cheriTon  
graduaTe scholarship

Juan miguel arrazola

iQc achievemenT aWard

Vadiraj ananthapadmanabha rao

Juan miguel arrazola

John donohue

tomas Jochym-o’connor

robin kothari

 iQc david johnsTon aWard  
for scienTific ouTreach

John donohue

aimee gunther

corey rae mcrae

 iQc enTrance aWard

alessandro cosentino

hillary dawkins

honghao fu

Vinay iyer

sumeet khatri

daniel puzzuoli

Jeff salvail

kyle Willick

 miKe and ophelia laZaridis 
felloWship

maria kieferova

hammam Qassim

nserc alexander graham  
Bell canada graduaTe  
scholarship — docToral

John donohue

Jeff salvail

kyle Willick

 nserc alexander graham  
Bell canada graduaTe  
scholarship — masTer’s

hillary dawkins

Vinay iyer

david layden

nserc posTgraduaTe  
scholarship — docToral

gregory holloway

nserc vanier canada  
graduaTe scholarship

tomas Jochym-o’connor

Jean-philippe maclean

onTario graduaTe  
scholarship

matthew graydon

aimee gunther

xingliang (david) lou

sean Walker

chunhao Wang

presidenT’s graduaTe  
scholarship

hillary dawkins

John donohue

matthew graydon

aimee gunther

gregory holloway

Vinay iyer

david layden

xingliang (david) lou

Jeff salvail

sean Walker

chunhao Wang

kyle Willick

 Qeii-graduaTe scholarship  
in science and Technology

Jihyun park

 facu lT y  aWa rds a n d gra n Ts

 maTTeo 
marianToni

early  

researcher  

award  

(april 2014)

eduardo  
marTÍn-marTÍneZ

john Charles  

polanyi prize 

(november 2014)

ashWin  
nayaK

queen elizabeth ii 

diamond jubilee 

Scholarship 

 (march 2015)

john  
WaTrous

nSerC discovery  

accelerator 

Supplement  

(July 2014)

chrisTopher 
Wilson

early researcher  

award   

(april 2014)
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like otherS Studying 

quantum information SCienCe 

at iqC,  laura de decKer 

workS through quantum 

meChaniCal equationS and 

problemS.  yet,  aS iqC’S 

artiSt in reSidenCe,  She 

taCkleS them with a unique 

objeCtive.  de deCker CreateS 

imageS that artiStiCally 

interpret or uSe quantum 

phenomena, SuCh aS 

entanglement,  SuperpoSition 

and randomneSS. 

Quantum

a rTisT  in  res idence 

laura de  decKer TaKes 

a n  arT isT ic  TWisT  on 

The  QuanTum realm

[  an arTisTic TWisT on The QuanTum realm  ]

art-making is something that de decker has enjoyed 

from a young age. influenced by her grandfather’s 

love for painting, she developed a passion for art 

creation growing up in tillsonburg, ontario in a house 

filled with books and chalkboards. at first she used 

traditional media to create art, mainly painting and 

sculpture, but soon found her true interest: exploring 

colour and form. 

de decker found that computer programming was the 

perfect way to bring those ideas together. she taught 

herself the programming language Visual basic while 

finishing her master of fine arts in Visual arts at the 

university of Victoria, and then expanded those skills 

during the completion of a post-graduate certificate in 

interactive multimedia from sheridan college. she went 

on to teach in sheridan’s communication, culture, 

information and technology program. since then 

she has continued to use tools such as mathematics, 

computer programming and technology to express 

herself artistically.

de decker’s father, a graduate of the university of 

Waterloo’s physics and astronomy department and 

now a retired high school math and science teacher, 

encouraged natural curiosity and exploration. she 

became a science enthusiast, interested in learning 

how the world around us works.

last year, de decker was presented with an 

opportunity to combine her love of both art and 

science when she was awarded a 2015 ontario arts 

council chalmers arts fellowship research grant 

to work with iQc executive director raymond 

laflamme at Waterloo. the purpose of the grant is to 

explore ideas that will benefit her career beyond the 

creation of current artworks. her objective: to lay the 

groundwork to create artistic interpretational images 

of quantum phenomena as large format prints and 

video animation. 

With only a brief introduction to quantum mechanics 

during a university chemistry course, the subject is new 

to de decker. she meets weekly with laflamme and 

reads books about it. “iQc is a good environment for 

me. i have connected with many researchers, students 

and staff. there is lots of help nearby if i get stuck on a 

problem,” says de decker. 

and yes, she is actually working through mathematical 

calculations – except her end goal is to create artistic 

work. “i am translating the math of quantum mechanics 

into colour and form,” describes de decker. “at this 

point, knowing the computer programming commands 

is not an issue, the challenge is understanding the math 

and what it represents and translating it into computer 

code.” using a small amount of computer code 

through a process of distillation by making schematic 

sketches, calculations and intuitive processes she has 

developed over the past fifteen years, she changes the 

mathematical variables to create and build images.

although she’s new to the science, de decker sees 

similarity between art and the quantum realm. 

“learning about quantum phenomena naturally 

extends from my interest in colour and geometry,” she 

notes. “my work comes out of a minimalist tradition, 

which is very material and theoretic; it tries to get at 

the essence of things. i’m interested in understanding 

the fundamental so that i can create complex forms, 

and quantum mechanics is also fundamental.” 

de decker is envisioning how her final works will look. 

the idea is to create artwork that will be exhibited.  

“i hope my excitement about quantum mechanics 

comes through the art i create,” she says. “being artist 

in residence at iQc has been a wonderful opportunity. 

i’m so lucky to get to work with professor laflamme, 

he’s a really interesting person and i am learning 

a lot from him. i’m also thankful for the support of 

the ontario arts council chalmers arts fellowship 

research program.”

de decker’s existing work exploring the optical mixing 

of colour is on display in the LiGHT illuminated show 

at themuseum, and new work will be part of an 

exhibition at the kitchener-Waterloo art gallery  

during the summer of 2016.
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laura de decker’s work has been presented across the country, including banff new media institute, toronto’s 

red head gallery, ed Video media arts centre (guelph), factory media centre (hamilton) and with penderecki 

string Quartet’s Quantum to cosmos festival performance at the perimeter institute for theoretical physics 

(Waterloo). in 2012 she was the first christie digital/contemporary art forum, kitchener + area (cafka) artist in 

residence. last year, she exhibited a video animation and presented a paper at the 20th international symposium 

on electronic art (isea 2014) hosted by Zayed university in dubai. her work is in the collection of the university of 

Waterloo stratford campus and in private collections across canada and europe.

i am translating the math 

of Quantum mechanics into 

colour and form.

laura de decker, 
iQc, arTisT in residence
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iQc To The World; The World To iQc

scientific

Sharing,  eduCating,  inSpiring,  ConneCting. 

iqC bringS the world of quantum 

information SCienCe and teChnology 

to the CuriouS-minded through unique 

outreaCh opportunitieS deSigned to 

Share the faSCinating reSearCh that iS 

Changing the way we live,  work and play.

 [  recogniZing communiTy  

ouTreach and engagemenT ]

congratulations to john donohue, aimee gunTher 

and corey rae mcrae, winners of the 2014 iQc david 

Johnston award for scientific outreach. this award was 

created in honour of his excellency david johnsTon, 

canada’s governor general, for his passion, leadership 

and enthusiasm for continuous learning, innovation 

and achievement. david Johnston was president of the 

university of Waterloo from 1999 to 2010. up to three 

awards valued at $2,500 each, funded by industry 

canada, are given annually to current graduate students 

at iQc who have shown an outstanding commitment to 

scientific outreach and community engagement.

phd student aimee gunTher remembers a middle school visit to a 

microwave telescope observatory where she learned about physics and 

astronomy from a postdoctoral researcher. now as a phd student, her own 

research focuses on quantum and nonlinear optics, investigating applications 

of energy-time entanglement into biological imaging and sensing. 

she participates in science outreach activities for all ages, including the 

canadian association of girls in science (cagis) and local and regional science fairs at the 

elementary school level. at iQc she helps out with the Quantum cryptography school for young 

students (Qcsys), the catalyst summer leadership program, tours for high school students and 

iQc open houses. in 2013, gunther was part of the international Women’s day Women in science 

event for members of the community. 

gunther values the skills she has gained through her volunteer experiences and has since enrolled 

in a certificate of university teaching course. she has even planned her own science outreach 

events, such as the 2013 canadian american mexican graduate student conference and most 

recently, leading a team of graduate students to fund and curate a museum exhibit on light and 

light-based technologies. 

While growing up, participating in science outreach programs such as 

go eng girl and cagis sparked corey rae mcrae’s interest in science, 

leading her down the path to continue studying in this field. now a phd 

student at iQc, mcrae is researching the nanofabrication techniques 

used to manufacture superconducting quantum circuits. during her two-

year term as president of the iQc graduate student association, mcrae 

founded the Quantum industry lecture series and the student entrepreneurship group at iQc.

mcrae recognizes the importance of science outreach and actively volunteers her time to 

encourage science discovery for youth, in particular for young females. she has been involved 

in organizing field trips to iQc for cagis, volunteering at iQc open houses, participating on a 

panel at the canadian conference for undergraduate Women in physics and volunteering at 

the international conference for Women in physics. 
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for more than three years, phd student john donohue has  

been involved with let’s talk science at the university of Waterloo. 

he actively volunteers for iQc open houses and high school visits, 

and also helps out with the undergraduate school on experimental 

Quantum information processing (useQip) and the Quantum 

cryptography school for young students (Qcsys).

“teaching and involving young people in science is a different challenge than what one 

finds in a lab. breaking down big concepts into bite-size chunks puts into focus the 

reason we do what we do,” says donohue, who also enjoys sharing his passion for science 

with others. donohue’s research is in ultrafast photonics, using strong pulsed lasers to 

manipulate the shape of the wavepacket of entangled photons. 
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iQc To The World; The World To iQc

undergraduaTe school on QuanTum informaTion processing

may 26-june 2,  2014

twenty-one undergraduate students from nine countries came to iQc to explore both the theoretical and 

experimental aspects of quantum information for two weeks at the undergraduate school on Quantum 

information processing (useQip). students spent time in the labs working on experiments with iQc members 

and also had the opportunity to attend lectures by iQc faculty raymond laflamme, david cory, michele 

mosca, michal Bajcsy, jonaThan Baugh, andreW childs, Thomas jenneWein, Kevin resch and 

chrisTopher Wilson. twelve of the participants spent the rest of the summer at iQc to perform research.

QuanTum crypTography school 

for young sTudenTs

augusT 11-15 ,  2014

through lectures and in-lab 

demonstrations, 42 grades 11 and 12 

high school students from six canadian 

provinces and five different countries 

traveled to iQc for the week-long Quantum 

cryptography school for young students 

(Qcsys) in august. led by senior manager, 

scientific outreach marTin laforesT, 

students explored physics and mathematics 

of quantum mechanics, cryptography 

and how they merge into one of the most 

exciting topics in contemporary science – 

quantum cryptography.

cagis inspires girls To discover QuanTum 

two groups of young girls from the guelph-kitchener-Waterloo chapters of the canadian association for girls 

in science (cagis), a group for girls ages 8-12 who are interested in science, came to iQc in may and January 

to learn about quantum information science and technology. led by master’s student olivia di maTTeo and 

phd students raZieh annaBesTani, carolyn earnesT, aimee gunTher, sarah Kaiser, joel Klassen 

and corey rae mcrae, the young science enthusiasts used lasers to learn about quantum cryptography and 

played with the levitating superconducting train to learn about superconducting qubits. they were also guided 

through interactive demonstrations exploring algorithms, search algorithm efficiency and optics. making liquid 

nitrogen ice cream was a highlight for both groups!

did you KnoWthat polarized films, similar to 
those used in 3D glasses, are 

routinely used in quantum 
optics experiments?

sTudenTs and communiTy memBers 
Were inTroduced To QisT 

youTh parTicipaTed in a hands-on 
WorKshop, laB Tour or lecTure

school Teachers received 
The Tools To share QuanTum 
informaTion WiTh sTudenTs in 
Their classroom

ouTreach acTiviTies focused on 
QuanTum informaTion science

[   encour aging youTh 

To ex plore QuanTum 

i nfor m aTion sc ience  ]

iqC ContinueS to eduCate 

and exCite StudentS about 

quantum information SCienCe 

and teChnology (qiSt) through 

handS-on workShopS,  leCtureS 

and lab tourS.  thiS year:



QuanTum fronTiers disTinguished lecTures

The Quantum frontiers distinguished lecture series brings world-leading quantum 

researchers to share their research and knowledge with students and faculty at iQc  

and the university of Waterloo. 

 WhaT role does QuanTum mechanics play in Biology?

in september, K. BirgiTTa Whaley, university of california, 

berkeley and lawrence berkeley national laboratory, described 

how the development of quantum mechanics in the early years 

of the twentieth century transformed both physics and chemistry, 

providing a new understanding of the microscopic behavior of 

atoms and molecules. the development of novel probes of living 

cells and the possible role of quantum mechanics in biological 

phenomena, such as photosynthesis, are being driven by 

advances in both quantum sciences and nanotechnology.

 Watch the lecture: https://bit.ly/BirgittaWhaley

from einsTein To Wheeler: Wave parTicle dualiTy for a phoTon

in october, alain aspecT, institut d’optique, École 

polytechnique and cnrs distinguished scientist, presented  

on experiments he and his team realized with a true single 

photon source demonstrating that photons behave both like 

a wave and a particle. such single photon sources are now an 

important resource in the domain of quantum information.

 Watch the lecture: https://bit.ly/alainaspect

cyBersecuriTy in a QuanTum World: Will We Be ready?

march 10, 2015

a public lecture by iQc faculty member michele mosca drew 150 community members 

interested in learning more about being cyber-safe in a quantum world. mosca shared 

his predictions that with the possible realization of a quantum computer in 10 to 15 years, 

our current cybersecurity infrastructure will not keep our information safe and secure.  

he advised industry organizations to start planning for quantum-safe options and 

develop standards and quantum-safe tools. as individuals, mosca suggested we share 

our security concerns with organizations that keep our data and ask questions about 

what is being done to keep our information secure – now and in the future.

Watch the lecture:  
http://bit.ly/cybersecurity-in-a-quantum-world-lecture
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[  confer ences ,  WorKshops  and seminars  h ighl ighTs  ]

6th inTernaTional summer school and conference on posT-QuanTum crypTography

summer school: sepTemBer 29-30, 2014  |  conference: ocToBer 1-3, 2014

the post-Quantum cryptography summer school at iQc focused on cryptography in a quantum era, introducing 

approaches to providing cryptographic tools that may be safe against quantum algorithmic attacks. following the 

summer school, the pQcrypto conference created discussion about the need for standardizing quantum-resistant 

cryptography with researchers spanning all areas of quantum information science from different institutions.

eTsi 2nd QuanTum-safe crypTo WorKshop 

ocToBer 6-7, 2014

iQc partnered with the european telecommunications standards institute (etsi) to present the 2nd 

annual etsi Quantum-safe crypto workshop in ottawa from october 6-7. ninety-two attendees from 

the diverse communities of industry, government and academia met to discuss the standardization 

and deployment of the next-generation cryptographic infrastructure – specifically, one that will 

be secure against emerging quantum computing technologies. iQc board member and ceo of 

approach infinity inc., marK pecen, presented the etsi Quantum-safe whitepaper. corinne 

chareTTe, chief information officer of the government of canada, was among the invited speakers.

QuanTum innovaTors

ocToBer 6-8, 2014

fifteen promising young researchers in the fields of quantum 

physics and engineering came together for the 3rd Quantum 

innovators workshop, hosted at iQc, to share their research 

and foster new connections. invitees heard from Terry 

mcmahon (dean, faculty of science, university of Waterloo) 

and pearl sullivan (dean, faculty of engineering, 

university of Waterloo) about research excellence at 

Waterloo. several postdoctoral fellows also spoke including 

Troy Borneman, aharon BroduTch, roBaBeh rahimi 

daraBad, chrisTopher haapamaKi, rolf horn, Toeno 

van der sar and andreas fognini (tu delft, netherlands).

iQc Blog: our QuanTum World 
uwaterloo.ca/iqc/blog

Our quantum world is a blog written 

by quantum researchers for quantum 

researchers and those interested in  

their work. 

The QuanTum liBrary 
pubs.iqc.uwaterloo.ca

iQc’s publications database is home 

to hundreds of peer-reviewed journal 

articles, conference proceedings, 

commentaries and other publications by 

iQc researchers. searchable by author, 

publication, subject, keywords and other 

criteria, the site is an online repository of 

iQc’s leading contributions to quantum 

information science.

youTuBe 
youtube.com/quantumiqc

iQc’s youtube channel hosts more  

than 650 scientific talks, distinguished 

lectures and interviews with  

world-leading scientists. Watch our  

Quantum researchers series featuring 

renowned researchers in the quantum 

information science field such as  

alain aspecT, serge haroche,  

sir anThony leggeTT, nicolas gisin, 

jane e. norholdT, john presKill  

and david Wineland.

iQc WeBsiTe 
uwaterloo.ca/iqc

iQc’s website is home to all of the 

information and resources relevant to 

the institute’s target audiences – from 

prospective students and faculty to 

government partners and the general 

public. the site is a news source, 

recruiting tool, learning resource and  

gateway to iQc social media.
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[  iQc  onl ine  ]

@QuanTumiQc

QuanTumiQc
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a collaboratiVe  
approach With   

iqC reSearCherS ConSider Collaboration a 

CatalySt for diSCovery,  working CloSely with 

peerS from organizationS around the globe. 

our international network ContinueS to 

expand, making ConneCtionS that are laying the 

groundwork for exCiting future developmentS.

[  naTional & inTernaTional agreemenTs ]

iQc has signed eight official agreements to facilitate collaborative 

research projects, joint research projects, joint research and the pursuit 

of common scientific interests:

QueBec  |  institut national de la recherche scientifique 

QueBec  |  institut Transdisciplinaire d’information Quantique

china |  Tsinghua university

china |  university of science and Technology of china

india  |  raman research institute

israel |  Technion - israel institute of Technology 

Korea  |  Korea institute of science and Technology

singapore  |  centre for Quantum Technologies [  inTernaTional exchange ]

the university of Waterloo supports exchange opportunities  

for iQc students, postdoctoral fellows and researchers that  

promote the advancement of education and research in  

quantum information processing through a student exchange  

agreement with the following institutions:

ausTria |  universität innsbruck

france  |  École normale supérieure de lyon

france  |  université paris diderot 

germany  |  friedrich-alexander-universität erlangen-nürnberg

germany  |  universität des saarlandes

laTvia |  university of latvia 

singapore  |  national university of singapore 

[ meeTings ]

 QuanTum informaTion science  

program meeTing

novemBer 23-26,  2014

iQc, together with the canadian institute for advanced 

research (cifar), hosted a four-day meeting with prominent 

scientists from china to exchange ideas in quantum information 

science at the lazaridis centre in november. more than 

50 delegates attended from the national laboratory of 

beijing computational science research centre (csrc), 

the interdisciplinary information sciences (iiis) at tsinghua 

university (also based in beijing) and the university of science 

and technology of china (ustc) located in hefei, anhui.

annual meeTing of The american associaTion 

for The advancemenT of science

feBruary 12-16,  2015

thousands of scientists, engineers, policy makers, educators 

and journalists gathered in san Jose, california for the annual 

meeting of the american association for the advancement of 

science (aaas) in february. the university of Waterloo invited 

aaas guests to its global innovation showcase where iQc 

shared its research.

iQc researchers also participated in two sessions. executive 

director raymond laflamme participated in a panel 

discussion titled transformational opportunities of Quantum 

information technologies, along with directors of other leading 

research institutes andreW Briggs (Quantum information 

processing interdisciplinary research collaboration, england) 

and arTur eKerT (centre for Quantum technologies (cQt), 

national university of singapore). 

research assistant professor dmiTry pushin participated in 

a symposium on Wave-particle duality of neutrons, atoms 

and molecules, presenting his work on the uniquely quantum 

behavior of a neutron interferometer.

http://bit.ly/aaas2015_QiTweb

did you KnoW

physicists can slow light 

down so much that it 

virtually stops?

in 2014-2015,  
 iQc researchers: 

parTicipaTed  
in 

conferences 

collaBoraTed 
WiTh 

researchers 
from 

insTiTuTions  
in  counTries

Welcomed 

visiTors  

leading 
insTiTuTions 
To exchange

ideas and 
research 

in QuanTum 
informaTion

from  
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[ academic & scienTific visiTors ]

april 1, 2014 To march 31, 2015

raja ahmad,  
mcgill university

erika andersson,  
heriot-Watt university

anthony ardizzi,  
university of toronto

sahel ashhab,  
Qatar foundation

Koji azuma,  
ntt basic research 
laboratories

Thomas Babinec, 
stanford university

shrobona Bagchi, 
harish-chandra 
research institute

som Bandyopadhyay, 
bose institute

stephen Bartlett, 
university of sydney

julien Bernu,  
australian national 
university

Bhashyam Balaji, 
defence research and 
development canada

joshua c. Bienfang, 
national institute 
of standards and 
technology

sergey Bravyi,  
ibm research

mitchell Brickson, 
goshen college

andrew Briggs,  
oxford university

paola cappellaro, 
massachusetts institute 
of technology

christopher chamberland, 
mcgill university

darrick chang,  
institute of photonic 
sciences

joon-yeon chang,  
korea institute 
for science and 
technology

franklin cho,  
university of southern 
california

Kai-min chung,  
institute of information 
science, academia 
sinica

christopher chunnilall, 
national physical 
laboratory

jc séamus davis, 
cornell university

niel de Beaudrap, 
centrum Wiskunde 
and informatica

nathalie de leon, 
harvard university

franklin de lima 
marquezino,  
federal university of 
rio de Janeiro

viatcheslav dobrovitski, 
iowa state university

shuanping du, 
university of guelph

ramy el-ganainy, 
michigan technological 
university

electra eleftheriadou, 
university of 
strathclyde

david elkouss, 
universidad 
complutense de 
madrid

manuel endres,  
max planck institute 
of Quantum optics in 
garching

jingyun fan,  
national institute 
of standards and 
technology

omar fawzi,  
institute for theoretical 
physics eth Zurich

robert fickler, 
university of Vienna

austin fowler, 
university of california, 
santa barbara

ivette fuentes, 
the university of 
nottingham

marko gacesa, 
university of 
connecticut

vinzenz gangl,  
ucp plasma 
technologies

raul garcia-patron, 
université libre de 
bruxelles

sevag gharibian, 
university of california, 
berkeley

genda gu,  
brookhaven national 
laboratory

sean hallgren, 
pennsylvania state 
university

deny hamel, university 
of Vienna

angelica harris, 
government of canada

michael hilke,  
mcgill university

jonathan hodges, 
diamond 
nanotechnologies

layla hormozi,  
national university  
of ireland

masahiro hotta,  
tohoku university

peter hoyer,  
university of calgary

hannes hübel, 
stockholm university

Takashi imai,  
mcmaster university

stacey jeffery, 
california institute of 
technology

jeongwan jin, 
university of calgary

dilara Karakozak, 
middle east technical 
university

maciej Karcz,  
indiana university

phil Kaye,  
government of canada

viv Kendon,  
Joint Quantum centre

jens Koch, 
northwestern 
university

piotr Kolenderski, 
nicolaus copernicus 
university

robin Kothari, 
massachusetts institute 
of technology

Katanya Kuntz, 
university of new 
south Wales

sun Kyung lee,  
korea advanced 
institute of science  
and technology

Thijs laarhoven, 
eindhoven university 
of technology

Konstantinos 
lagoudakis,  
stanford university

Tom lai,  
mcgill university

cedric lin, 
massachusetts institute 
of technology

chang liu,  
hong kong university 
of science and 
technology

jorma louko, 
the university of 
nottingham

frédéric magniez, 
université paris diderot

david mcKay,  
university of chicago

nicolas c. menicucci, 
university of sydney

carl a. miller,  
university of michigan

john morton,  
university college 
london

Özgür e. müstecaplioglu, 
koç Üniversitesi

casey myers,  
university of 
Queensland

matthieu nannini,  
mcgill university

Kae nemoto,  
national institute of 
informatics

valentin nguyen, 
université de montréal

masayuki okano,  
kyoto university

david p. pappas, 
national institute 
of standards and 
technology

fernando pastawski, 
california institute of 
technology

vern paulsen,  
university of houston

leon pintsov,  
signitsure inc.

xiaofei Qi,  
shanxi university

robert raussendorf, 
university of british 
columbia

martin roetteler,  
nec laboratories 
america inc.

jérémie roland, 
université libre de 
bruxelles

Terry rudolph,  
imperial college 
london

romain ruhlmann, 
mcgill university

mary Beth ruskai,  
tufts university

or sattath,  
university of california, 
berkeley

Torsten scholak, 
university of toronto

volkher scholz,  
institute for theoretical 
physics eth Zurich

yaoyun shi,  
university of michigan

pragya shukla,  
indian institute of 
technology kharagpur

swati singh,  
harvard university

rolando somma,  
los alamos national 
laboratory

douglas stebila, 
Queensland university 
of technology

dieter suter,  
technische universität 
dortmund

Krysta svore,  
microsoft research

alexander szameit, 
friedrich-schiller-
universität Jena

Tae hee Kim,  
ewha Womans 
university

Kiyoshi Tamaki,  
ntt basic research 
laboratories

jeff Thompson,  
harvard university

joseph Thywissen, 
university of toronto

dave Touchette,  
mcgill university

joseph f. Traub, 
columbia university

adam Tsen,  
columbia university

dominique unruh, 
university of tartu

joop van de pol, 
university of bristol

prasanna venkatesh, 
pohang university 
of science and 
technology

Ty volkoff,  
university of california, 
berkeley

petros Wallden,  
heriot-Watt university

jia Wang,  
university of 
connecticut

Kejin Wei,  
beijing university 
of posts and 
telecommunications

K. Birgitta Whaley, 
university of california, 
berkeley

nathan Wiebe, 
university of calgary

lianao Wu,  
university of the 
basque country

xiaodi Wu, 
massachusetts institute 
of technology

feihu xu,  
university of toronto

xiaodong xu,  
university of 
Washington

Beni yoshida,  
california institute of 
technology

na young Kim,  
stanford university

jingfu Zhang, 
technische universität 
dortmund

peter Zoller,  
university of innsbruck

val Zwiller,  
delft university of 
technology

Karol Życzkowski, 
Jagiellonian university

[ long-Term visiTors ]

april 1, 2014 To march 31, 2015

Zhaofang Bai,  
xi’an Jiaotong 
university

eyal Buks,  
technion-israel 
institute of technology

mehmet canturk,  
turgut Özal university

rui chao,  
tsinghua university

aixi chen,  
Jiao tong university

Kai-min chung,  
institute of information 
science, academia 
sinica

Ben criger,  
institute for Quantum 
information, rWth 
aachen university

callum croal,  
university of st. 
andrews

hyeran Kong,  
pohang university 
of science and 
technology

Krtin Kumar,  
indian institute of 
technology

Katanya Kuntz, 
university of new 
south Wales

yury Kurochkin,  
russian Quantum 
center, skolkovo

anthony leggett,  
university of illinois at 
urbana-champaign

laura mancinska, 
centre for Quantum 
technologies

marta palucka,  
nicolaus copernicus 
university

xinhua peng,  
university of science 
and technology

dominique pouliot, 
university of illinois at 
urbana-champaign

moshen razavi, 
university of leeds

Kyung soo choi,  
korea institute 
of science and 
technology

Koon Tong goh, 
centre for Quantum 
technologies

paulo vinícius  
pereira pinheiro,  
federal university  
of ceara

gregor Weihs, 
university of innsbruck

Tao xin,  
tsinghua university

ronald rivesT, rsa co-inVentor | june 13,  2014 

ronald rivesT, co-inventor of the rivest-shamir-adleman (rsa) public key encryption and digital 

signature schemes in 1977, was awarded an honourary doctorate of mathematics by the university of 

Waterloo in June. he toured iQc during his visit to Waterloo with iQc faculty member michele mosca 

and senior manager, scientific outreach marTin laforesT, along with professor doug sTinson from 

the david r. cheriton school of computer science and centre for applied cryptographic research.

delegaTion from The Technion - israel insTiTuTe  

of Technology |  sepTemBer 18, 2014 

for the first time since signing a co-operation agreement with the technion - israel 

institute of technology in march 2014, a delegation from technion toured iQc on 

september 18. the partnership between iQc and the technion aims to facilitate 

technology transfer, connect faculty and students with industrial partners and 

increase international opportunities for undergraduate, graduate and postdoctoral 

student research exchanges. 

alain aspecT, cnrs distinguished scientist  

ocToBer 23,  2014

centre national de la recherché scientifique (cnrs) 

distinguished scientist alain aspecT was awarded 

an honourary doctorate from the faculty of science, 

celebrated by a dinner hosted by iQc and the faculty 

of science.  among the dinner guests were Waterloo 

president feridun hamdullahpur, dean of science 

Terry mcmahon, associate dean of science, graduate 

studies roBerT hill, iQc faculty member Kevin 

resch and senior manager, scientific outreach marTin 

laforesT. two special guests included miKe laZaridis 

and ainslie WaTT, the wife of the late professor lynn 

WaTT. professor Watt had presented one of aspect’s 

papers in a class attended by lazaridis and it’s what got 

him hooked on quantum mechanics.

france delegaTion | novemBer 13,  2014 

a large delegation from france stopped in at iQc, touring the Quantum nanofab facility and other labs during their visit. from the national 

assembly, guests included caTherine couTelle, claude greff, marie-noÉlle BaTTisTel, michÈle BonneTon, joËlle huillier and 

emmanuelle lavie, along with senate members: pierre-yves collomBaT, jean-marc Todeschini, jacKie pierre and delphine BerT.

delegaTion from The repuBlic of Korea | novemBer 21 ,  2014 

amBassador cho hee-yong toured iQc labs during a visit to Waterloo in 

november, a follow-up visit to an agreement signed with the korea institute  

of science and technology (kist) in september. the agreement brings  

together two internationally recognized institutions to advance quantum  

science, aiming to accelerate the development of quantum technologies  

for the benefit of both countries.
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notable publications in the journals Nature, Nature Photonics, Nature Physics, Nature Communications, 

Physical review Letters, Science, STOC, FOCS, and the Journal of Mathematical Physics represent  

high-level, peer-reviewed discoveries by iQc researchers.

[  iQc research puBlished in prominenT journals since 2007 ]

puBlicaTion 10-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15

Nature 1 1 1  2
Nature Photonics 1 1 3  2
Nature Physics 5 3 2 3
Nature Communications 1 1 1  5
Physical Review Letters 14 17 14 14  16
Science 1 2 1 1  3
STOC 2
FOCS 1 1
Journal of Mathematical Physics 2 4 6 4  4

The publication distribution listed above is collected from Thomson reuter’s iSi Web of Knowledge.
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[  iQc  i s  hom e To. . .  ]

faculTy memBers

long-Term visiTors

posTdocToral felloWs

graduaTe sTudenTs

research assisTanT professors

Technical specialisTs 



now leading the Quantum nanofab team, he focuses on achieving 

operational excellence to provide researchers with a controlled laboratory 

environment. the Quantum nanofab is a state-of-the-art cleanroom and 

fabrication facility in the mike and ophelia lazaridis Quantum-nano centre, 

a joint facility between iQc and the Waterloo institute for nanotechnology 

(Win). the facility includes both class-100 and class-1000 spaces. the 

class-100 cleanroom allows no more than 100 particles larger than 500 

nanometers per cubic foot of air, creating an ultra-clean environment perfect 

for experimental research and device engineering.

“nanofabrication can be complex and challenging,” said logiudice. “rigorous 

maintenance ensures the equipment is always running as close to an optimal 

state as possible so that lab users can rely on it to perform repeatable 

processes every time. aiming for excellence when it comes to the equipment, 

stability and process support is our research contribution. We enable lab users 

to build their devices as needed for their own scopes of research.”

it takes a collaborative effort to keep the nanofabrication facility running 

smoothly. logiudice credits the entire Quantum nanofab team who keeps 

the machines operating, trains lab users, maintains the class-100 and 

class-1000 certifications, meets budget and provides funding accountability. 

the university of Waterloo’s plant operations department also plays an 

instrumental role by providing essential services like stable and well-serviced 

ventilation systems, compressed air, high purity water and cooling water. “it’s 

not a one-person activity. i have the privilege of leading this excellent group of 

people,” noted logiudice.

looking ahead, the drive for excellence in supporting world-class research 

steers future goals for the Quantum nanofab, which include:

Building additional fabrication capabilities. one example is the 100 keV 

electron beam lithography system, scheduled for installation in early 2016. 

this machine will allow researchers to reliably pattern structures down to 

only 8 nanometers wide – the equivalent of approximately 80 atoms.

offering more process engineering support and fabrication services. 

the number of lab users will grow as cleanroom capabilities grow, 

emphasizing the need for more training. there’s also an opportunity to 

offer fabrication services to remote customers and start-up companies in 

need of such services, where time to market is imperative.

this opportunity is one that excites 

logiudice the most. Win’s simarjeeT saini, 

also a professor in Waterloo’s department 

of electrical and computer engineering, 

engineered an economical nanotech device 

in the Quantum nanofab that can detect 

contaminated drinking water. “it’s motivating 

to see what people can make via access 

to this facility,” said logiudice. “We provide 

the infrastructure, but to see the creative 

and successful use of its capabilities is 

exceptionally rewarding.”
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building  
World-class  
research    

viTo logiudice ,  direCtor of operationS 

for the quantum nanofab,  iS  a 

SeaSoned expert when it ComeS to 

building CleanroomS from the ground 

up.  an eleCtriCal engineer by trade, 

logiudiCe waS in the middle of hiS 

maSter’S theSiS reSearCh on Solar 

CellS at ConCordia univerSity when 

the Cleanroom he waS working in 

required Some extenSive renovationS. 

through hiS handS-on involvement 

in the renovation proCeSS,  and 

SubSequent yearS of induStry 

experienCe poSt-graduation,  logiudiCe 

learned about the importanCe of 

infraStruCture and a working,  well-

maintained Cleanroom for SuCCeSSful 

reSearCh.  world-ClaSS infraStruCture 

enableS world-ClaSS reSearCh.

viTo logiudice ,  

d ire cTor of  operaTions , 

Qua n Tum nanofaB

sTaff profile

the quantum nanofab team
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